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1. Introduction
1.1 Pro/ect

Aims

NASA's goal of ageless aerospace vehicles requires the development
of vehicles that are
capable of structural self-assessment
and repair. These functions can be divided between
those carried out by distributed sensors and intelligent processing
and communication
on
the skin or within the structure, and those that could be more effectively provided by
autonomous
robotic NDE agents
of the vehicle structure.

which

could be deployed

to monitor

damage

or integrity

Critical to the success of the Ageless Vehicle program are the development
of appropriate
technologies
for non-destructive
evaluation of structures, and the development
of
strategies and technologies
for processing
NDE data, storage and communication
of NDE
information,
and analysis of NDE data with capability for intelligent decision-making.
The aim of this project is to develop and critically examine concepts for integrated smart
sensing and communication
systems that could form the distributed sensing function of a
smart vehicle. Such an integrated system may include components
deployed for structural
monitoring
on an NDE agent.
1.2 Purpose, Scope and Outline of This Report
The purpose of this report is to present a list of the types of threats to which an aerospace
vehicle is subject, and which it must be capable of surviving if it is to be considered
ageless. General strategies for detecting either the approaching
realization
of these
threats, and/or their effects are also listed, as are the quantities that must be
implementation
of the strategies. Required measurement
rates and response
various threats are also considered,
and the implications
of this for the type
the nature of the response are discussed. Thus, this report sets the scene for
work of the project: it establishes in broad terms the requirements
that must
by the integrated

sensing

measured
for
times for the
of sensor and
the main
be satisfied

system.

There are two reasons for the preparation
of this report at this stage of the project,
approximately
two months into a six-month work period. The first is to initiate a dialogue
with personnel from the NASA Nondestructive
Evaluation
Sciences Branch (NESB)
aimed at ensuring that the significant performance
requirements
of a sensing system have
been captured, and that the proposed future directions of the work are consistent with
NESB expectations.
We welcome comments from NESB personnel concerning
any
aspects of this report.
The second

reason was to ensure

all members

of the CTIP team, which

is drawn from a

variety of disciplines and backgrounds,
had an opportunity
to think about, discuss and
contribute
to the development
of the system requirements.
Most team members have
contributed
in depth to the discussions
that have led to this report, and consequently
have
developed

a sound

appreciation

of many

of the important

issues involved.

Whileit is expectedthatin thelongertermCTIPwill contributesignificantlyto the
developmentof appropriatesensorsfor agelesssystemsandof measurement
principles
andtechniques
for solvingoutstanding
relevantNDE issues,themainthrustof the
presentprojectis to developconceptsfor thewholeintegratedsystem:for sensing,data
processing,
storage,communication
anddecision-making.
Therefore,it hasbeenassumed
thatit is notnecessary
atthis stageto workwithin a scenariothatcontainsall conceivable
threatsfor all classesof futureoperationalconditions,aslong asit containsa sampleof
possiblethreatsthatis representative
in termsof thetypeandseverityofpotential
damage,thetime takenfor damageto occuror accumulate,
opportunitiesforprior
detectionandavoidance,
thenatureandtimescaleof appropriateresponses,
etc.In short,
thescenariomustberepresentative
in termsof requirements
onthefunctionalityof the
system.
Thisreportis limited in scopeto alisting of thethreats,bothfrom theexternal
environmentandfromwithin thevehicleandits structure,andstrategies
for detecting
damagethatmayresultfromthesethreats.It doesnot discussmeasurement
techniques
or
technologies
in anydepth,eventhoughsomeof themoreinterestingdiscussions
within
theteamhaverevolvedaroundmeasurement
techniques.
Thisis partlybecausesensing
andmeasurement
techniques
will beinfluencedto someextentby communications
and
decision-making
requirements,
andpartlybecause
thechoiceandavailabilityof sensing
technologies
will changewith time.Theseissueswill bedealtwith laterin theproject.
Thestructureof this reportis asfollows.A numberof issueshavebeenraisedduringthe
courseof ourdiscussions.
Someof thesearepertinentto thelist of threats,andwill
discussed
in thenextsection,followedby thethreatsandsensingstrategies.
Following
this a list of requiredmeasurement
ratesandresponse
timesis presented.Theotherissues
mentionedabovearethenaddressed.
Thesearemostlynotresolved,but areraisedas
issuesfor discussionandresolutionata latertime.Finally,thereis abrief outlineof how
weplanto proceedwith thisprojectin theimmediatefuture.

2. Preliminary
Issues

which

Issues
impinge

for an ageless vehicle
•
the nature

2.1

•

the nature

•

vehicle

The Nature

directly

on the identification

are:
of threats

to be considered;

and purpose

structure

of threats and sensing

requirements

of the vehicle;

and the capabilities

of materials.

of the Threats' to be Considered

A threat is considered
to be any event, situation or characteristic
that can result in damage
to the vehicle or can produce an impairment
of its function. Threats will be referred to as
external if they result directly from the external environment
in which the vehicle is
operating (e.g. weather conditions in the atmosphere,
cosmic radiation),
or internal if they
are generated within the vehicle, or indirectly due to the external environment
(e.g.
material

fatigue,

pressure

leaks,

electronic

system failure).

It was decided that malicious threats would not be considered
explicitly, partly because of
the enormous variety of ways in which malicious damage could be inflicted on a vehicle,
and by means in the future that we probably cannot imagine now. However, the effects of
many forms
damage.

of malicious

damage

will be similar to those

of accidental

or unavoidable

The possibility was considered
that we should concentrate
on threats that lead to "ageing"
of a vehicle, i.e. those that produce relatively slow progressive
degradation
of the
materials and structure. Certainly this damage is among the most difficult to detect at an
early stage (at least by current methods in existing materials) and needs to be a central
part of the strategy, but the ultimate objective is to develop a sensing system for a vehicle
that must have long-term survivability.
This means it must be able to recover from the
whole range of fast and slow damage
catastrophic
incidents).

processes

(and be capable

2.2 The Nature and Purpose of the Vehicle
There are three significantly
different environments

in which

of avoiding

future aerospace

potentially

vehicles

are likely to be required to operate. These may be summarized
as follows.
A. A space vehicle, which would operate only in space, and never in the earth's
atmosphere.
It would dock, and could be serviced if necessary, at a space station.
It would not be subject to the rigours of atmospheric
travel (turbulence,
drag, heat
generation,
etc.) but flights would be long, leading to a strong requirement
for
structural reliability and longevity. Such a vehicle may still need to be capable of
negotiating
an atmosphere,
and perhaps one of undetermined
pressure and
composition,
e.g. at a destination planet. External threats (radiation, particles,
micro-meteoroids
etc.) may be significant.
B. A "shuttle"-type
vehicle, which commutes between earth and space (e.g. to a
space station, the moon, ... ). It must be capable of handling high-speed
atmospheric
travel, and large accelerations,
including the heat of re-entry. Flights

C.

will probably be shorter than for the space vehicle. Human intervention
in the
maintenance
process, if required, could be available on earth or at a space station.
An atmospheric
vehicle (aircraft), which may have performance
requirements
comparable
to those of present aircraft. Requirements
could range from short lowlevel trips (inter- and/or intra-city) to longer haul (inter-continental)
probably be assumed that the latter would be fast and high, leading
requirements
to the shuttle vehicle (B).

flights. It can
to similar

In general it is only the threats posed by the external environment
that are different for
the different vehicle types. However, the severity, frequency and relative importance
of
internal threats may be different, as are the opportunities
for and means of repair. These
will make clearly important differences
in practice. Threats to all of these types of
vehicles have been considered.
2.3 Vehicle Structure and Capabilities
of Materials
The group held a long and interesting speculative
discussion about the nature of vehicles
and the sorts of materials and structural principles
from which they might be constructed
at some time in our distant imaginations.
While this discussion did not result in a
consensus being reached (which in retrospect was both inevitable and desirable), it
stimulated long-term thinking, and a number of useful points emerged.
Two specific

models

of materials

and structures

were considered,

based

on proposals

presented by two group members, Torsten Reda and Mark Johnson. One was an
explicitly biological model, based on continuous regeneration
of cells of the structure
from generic material that is capable of assuming the required characteristics
of any part
of the structure according to the information
contained in the cell's nucleus (DNA-like)
and the chemical environment
in which the cell finds itself. The other was a more
engineering-oriented
model, but of a similarly self-regenerating
structure. In this case the
structure was composed
of identically-shaped
modules, capable of self-assembly
into a
variety of structural shapes, and with each one carrying out a specific function related to
the sensing and repair of damage.
These models led to considerations
of the requirements
of a sensing system
(relatively)
independent
of the capabilities
and properties
of the materials.
Whether

or not the ultimate

self-regenerating
structure,
capability for self-healing.
that contain micro-globules

aerospace

vehicle

is, in whole

that are

or in part, a self-assembling,

it is highly likely that it will contain materials that have some
Such materials are already under development:
composites
of resin and hardener dispersed within their microstructure

have been reported, even though in this case the self-repair mechanism
is relatively
unsophisticated
and non-repeatable.
We need to consider the implications
of this for a
sensing, communication
and supervisory
system.
Self-repair

of a material

or structure

must "know" it has been damaged.
detection and repair.

requires

that, at some level, the material

The following

are possible

scenarios

or structure

for damage

1. Thedamagecouldberepairedaspart of a continuousregeneration
process.This
mightbeappropriatefor slowly accumulating
damage,suchasmayoccurdueto
fatigue,wear,corrosionor radiation.In thiscasetheregeneration
cannotbe
simplereplacement:
it mustbebasedoninformationabouttheundamaged
material.
2. Thedamageis detectedandrepaired"automatically"by thematerialor its local
environment(i.e.withoutreferenceto otherpartsof thestructure),notby a
continuous
processbut "on demand"in response
to thedetectionof damage.If
thisis tobecarriedoutrepeatedly,asrequired,thenbothinformation(possibly
storedlocally)anda supplyof replacement
materialondemandarerequired.
3. Thedamageis detected,
locallyor remotely,andtherepairprocessis initiated
(andpossiblycontrolled)by anotherpartof thestructure.
Thesethreescenarios
requireratherdifferentbalancesto bestruckbetweensensed
informationthatis usedlocallyto initiateandcontrolrepair/healing/regeneration,
and
thatwhichis communicated
to otherregionsof the structure.
Whilescenario1 maynot actuallyrequiretheactivedetectionof theparticularformsof
slowly accumulating
damage,such"automatic"repairwouldimplythatthesystem
continuouslyregenerates
at aratethatdoesnot dependontherateof damage
accumulation,
yetit regenerates
sufficientlyquicklythatdamageis repairedbeforeit can
accumulate
beyondsomecriticallevel.Theefficiencyof suchcontinuousregeneration
wouldneedto beexamined:whilematerialsmayberecyclable,theprocesswould
consumeenergy.In anycase,it is likely thata supervisorysystemwouldwantto knowif
this sortof damagewasoccurring,anditsrateof progression.
Scenario2, whichallowsfor localrepair/regeneration,
but "on demand"in response
to
thedetectionof damage,requiressomeformof communicationto anotherpart of the
structure,atleastfor thesupplyof replacement
material.
It therefore

seems

likely that, whatever

the capabilities

of the materials

for self-repair

or

regeneration,
there will be a requirement for knowledge of the occurrence
and nature of
damage to be communicated
to some region or regions of the structure remote from the
damage site.
Another

significant

issue relating

repairing or regenerating
material (nourishment).
•

material

to material
requires

capabilities
information,

is that of information.
energy

and a source

Any selfof new

For biological systems, the information
is stored locally in the cell nuclei. Thus
each cell of the system contains a huge amount of information,
much of which
may not be relevant at that specific location. The provision of nourishment
for
regeneration,
and the removal of waste products, are carried out differently
according to the type and complexity
of the system. The central supervisory
system (central nervous system, brain) in higher animals may play a role in
damage repair (and certainly in implementing
strategies for damage

minimization),but in simplersystems
theinformationrequiredfor repairand
regeneration
appearstobemaintainedentirelylocally.
• Forthecurrentgenerationof self-healingcomposites,
the"information"content
andtheability to repairthematerialarebothverylimited.Only onephaseof the
composite(theepoxymatrix)canberepaired,andtherequiredinformationis,
presumably,containedin thedistributionandcontentof theadhesiveglobules,
andthusis entirelylocal.
• In general,onewouldimaginethattheinformationrequiredto repairamaterialor
structurewouldbemostefficientlymaintainedin somecombinationof localand
distributed(or centralised)
storage.
As a final (self-evident)comment,it is worthnotingthatbiologicalmodelsof self-repair
aresomewhatimperfect:
• Thereis a veryobviousprocessof ageing,ultimatelydueto alossor corruptionof
localinformationfor regeneration.
• Evenin theabsence
of ageing,over-useinjuries(in somecasesanalogous
to
fatiguein engineeringmaterials),stressfractures,wear(e.g.atjoints), etc.occur
thatarenot adequately
repairedwithoutexternalintervention.
• Biologicalsystems
aresuccessful
statisticallyratherthanindividually.Theaim
hereis to designvehicleswith ascloseto 100%survivabilityaspossible.
• Relianceonlocalinformationstoragemayintroduceanewthreat- errorsleading
to self-destructive
behaviour,suchascancerin biologicalsystems.Ontheother
hand,theexistenceof a centralbrain andnervoussystemin higheranimals
represents
a regionof highvulnerabilityof the system.
Thus,biologicalmodelscanprovideveryusefulandinterestingideasfor ageless
vehicles,but theirlimitationsmustberecognized.

3. Threats
This section

and

Measurements

contains

a list of the threats that have been identified,

and of the quantities

that need to be measured to detect (or avoid) damage resulting from the threats.
Following this, the requirements
for measurement
rates and response times are listed.
3.1

Classification

There

-

origin of threat:

-

seriousness:

-

rate of damage

-

nature

-

affected

Classification
classification,
3.2
D

of threats

are various ways of classifying
nature of threat;
external

threats,
vs internal;

catastrophic

vs non-catastrophic;

progression;

of damage:
region

such as:

mechanical,

of vehicle:

electrical,

thermal,

chemical,

here will be according to the nature of the threat.
has obvious ambiguities
and duplications.

Threats', effects' and sensing

... ;

skin vs viscera.
However

this, like any

strategies

Impacts
0

Large body andor high velocity
Characterised by ability to create severe local or general damage, possibly
catastrophic.
Caused by external influences. Avoidance must be the prime defence,
utilising radar, altimeter, optical detection - detect and predict trajectories.
•
•

Meteoroids,
Ground.

•

Collisions

asteroids,

substantial

bodies

with other vehicles.

•
Large or fast debris (space junk, etc.).
Effects': Large momentum
change at impact,
damage,
0

in space.

significant

and material

shape change.

Small body or relatively low velocity
Characterised
by ability to create (severe?)
catastrophic.
Generally caused by external
•
Micro-meteoroids.
•

Bird strike.

•
•

Debris (space junk,
Dropped tools.

tyre debris,

runway

local damage,
influences.

debris,

Effects': Vibration, strain, elastic wave generation,
possible shape change, possible loss of material.
0

structural

Small particles
Individual particles

cause minimal

distributed

to structure.

damage

(if any) damage,

but not generally

...).
structural

or material

but large numbers

damage,

can cause

•

Hail.

•
Small particles, dust.
Effects': Multiple distributed
surface damage.
Sensing

D

strategies

impacts

(vibration,

strain, elastic

for impacts':

-

Detect prior to impact

-

Detect impacts at time of occurrence
(surface
momentum
transfer, mass or shape changes.

-

Sense and characterise
damage
failure, material degradation).

Radiation

(external

•

Ionising

•
•

Optical.
Thermal.

wave generation),

(radar etc.) and avoid if possible.

following

detection,

impacts

elastic

(see below

wave),

detect

under material

sources)

(cosmic,

gamma,

X-rays,

beta, ionised

particles,

neutrons,

UV, ...).

•
Electromagnetic
(em interference).
Effects': Radiation damage to materials,
electronic systems, information
store, etc.,
health effects of radiation, em interference
with electronic control, navigation,
sensing systems, effects of thermal radiation covered below.
Sensing
--

strategies:
Detect

radiation.

Temporal
--

D

dependent

small - few sensors

on vehicle

speed.

required.

Assume

small.

Detect damage. Radiation damage to materials detected as for other forms
material degradation
(below). Electronic system tests and diagnostics.

Radiation

(internal

Ionising

radiation

•
•

Electromagnetic
(electronic
systems,
Thermal (covered separately below).
As for external
strategies:

(reactors,

radiation

--

Detect

radiation.

--

Detect

damage/interference.

Atmosphere
•
Friction

Position

(heat generation,

•

Weather

•

Temperature.

•

Chemical

•

Dust, ash.

of

sources)

•

Effects':
Sensing

D

Spatial flux variations

flux variations

(turbulence,

fire/smoke

detectors,

medical

communications,

sources,

... ).

... ).

sources

appropriate

sensors

As for external

near known

sources.

radiation.

drag).

vortices,

wind shear, lightning,

... ).

composition.

Effects': Outer surface effects of friction and temperature
- extreme heat producing
material failure or degradation,
ice may impede control surfaces. Extreme weather
may affect flying ability (possibly catastrophically),
or may produce material failure

or degradation
(fatigue).Chemicalcompositionof atmosphere
maycausesurface
damage(corrosion)or mayconstituteahealthhazard.Dust,ashcancauseblockage
of air inlets(e.g.engines)for aircraft,whichcouldbecatastrophic.
Sensing

D

strategies:

-

Detect extreme weather conditions
avoid. Similarly for dust, ash.

-

Temperature
change.

-

External

-

Detect

Material

measurement

(selective)
material

failure

at surface,

chemical

failure,

in advance

(radar,

including

spatial

Fracture,

•
•

Debonding.
Delamination.

•

Joint failure.

cracking.

-

Detect

-

Detect damage - lack of material
stress/strain
response.

occurrence

degradation

•
•

Wear (friction).
Erosion.

•

Corrosion.
induced

interface with another
Effects': Microstructural
chemical modification.
Sensing
-

rates of

as below.

of material
conditions,

degradation
(see below),
flying outside the specified

Effects': Structural failure (possibly catastrophic),
reduced
increased load transferred to other structural components,
progressive
failure, reduced resistance to heat.
Sensing strategies:

Degradation

and temporal

(mechanicaO

•

Material

and

sensor.

degradation

•
Melting.
May be produced by impacts, the end result
external forces, e.g. due to extreme weather
envelope, etc.

D

lidar, acoustic)

of failure

- displacement

structural strength,
possibly causing

(strain),

vibration,

elastic

change

of shape,

altered

continuity,

wave.

(surface)

by interaction

at a surface

material).
modification,

of the material

(free surface

or

loss or gain of material,

local heating,

strategies:
Detect
products

agent or detect products

(particles

from wear, erosion,

chemical

from corrosion).

-

Detect

surface

-

Detect

loss of material,

modification

(shape,

roughness,

loss of desired

properties

chemical
(strength,

potential,

... ).

conductivity,

... ).

D

Material

degradation

•

Fatigue

•

Creep.

•

Depolymerisation.

•

Degraded

•

Dealloying.

(bulk)

(mechanical,

interface

thermal).

adhesion.

•
Biological breakdown.
Degradation
within bulk material

caused by stress (or cyclical

stress), temperature

(or temperature
fluctuations),
radiation, etc. Accumulates
with time, generally
beginning as insignificant
microstructural
damage distributed through a region of
material, but has the potential to lead to catastrophic
failure.
Effects': Microstructural
defects, leading to loss of strength, elasticity, electrical
properties,
optical properties,
Sensing strategies:

D

-

Early detection

-

Detect
etc.).

etc., cracking

of microstructural

degradation

of required

and (ultimately)

damage
material

failure.

highly desirable.

property

(elastic,

electrical,

optical,

Leaks
Fuselage/outer
skin, seals.
Fuel tanks, fuel lines.
Hydraulic lines.
Lubricants.
Water.
Process chemicals
Coolants.

(gases,

liquids).

Leaks may occur across high or low pressure gradients, they may be fast or slow,
they may be innocuous or catastrophic.
Required responses and response times
therefore vary widely. Generally caused by material failure, or joint failure.
Effects': Loss of material (gas, liquid), loss of pressure, flow increase, contamination,
corrosion.
Sensing

strategies:

-

Detect

changes

of pressure,

-

Detect presence

of leaking

detection
-

D

Detect

flow, material
material,

of leak).
material

or joint

failure.

Contamination
•
Air.
•

Fuel.

•

Water.

•
•

Lubricants, hydraulics,
Process chemicals.

coolants.

10

(i.e. indirect

contamination,

detection).

sound of leak (i.e direct

Maybecausedby leakage,wear(e.g.contaminationof lubricants)or failureof a
process(e.g.water,airpurification,wastedisposal).Contaminants
canbeinertor
active,canbe expectedor unexpected,
andcanrepresenta widerangeof danger
levels.
Effects': Degrades (more or less completely)
contaminated,
may induce corrosion.
Sensing strategies:

D

-

Detect presence

-

Detect

contamination

-

Detect

degraded

functions

of material

that has been

of contaminant.
mechanism

function

(leakage,

of contaminated

wear,

... ).

material.

Electricalelectronic
failure
•
Power source.
•

Wiring

(power

and signal reticulation).

•
Computers.
A large area of concern, much of which is now covered by self-diagnostic
systems
and system redundancy.
Ageing wiring is a major outstanding
concern in current
vehicles. Electrical noise might indicate malfunction.
Effects':
Sensing

D

Minor or major
strategies:

system failure,

-

Detect

system malfunction

-

Detect

material

degradation

-

Detect

indirect

symptoms

shorts,

(functional

sparks,
self-test).

(preferable)
of failure

or failure.

(electrical

noise, heat, sparks,

fire, ... ).

Engine malfunctionfailure
Dependent
on engine type, of course.
•
Wear.
•

Mechanical

failure.

•

Fuel leakage,

•

Control

blockage,

system

contamination.

failure

•
Coolant system failure.
Effects': Loss of power, engine failure (potentially
Sensing strategies:
Covered elsewhere.

D

fire, explosion.

Control systems
System failures,

whether

•

Navigation

•

Drive system.

•

Communications

•

Sensing

•

Life support

•

Waste

systems

are electronic,

catastrophic),

hydraulic,

fire.

optical,

inertial,

...

system.
system.

system.
system.

disposal

system

Effects': Various levels of system malfunctions,
from minor to catastrophic.
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to total system failure.

Threats

range

Sensing

D

strategies:

-

Detect system malfunction
system components.

-

Detect cause of failure - material degradation
electrical malfunction/failure,
etc.

-

Detect

indirect

symptoms

self-test),

perhaps
or failure,

using redundant
leak, contamination,

of failure.

Fire
Many possible causes,
Sensing strategies:

D

(functional

always

-

Detect preconditions:

-

Detect

smoke,

Explosion
Always dangerous,

dangerous,

sometimes

catastrophic.

heat, leakage/contamination

other gaseous

potentially

products,

of flammable

materials.

heat.

catastrophic.

Important

to detect preconditions

and

prevent.
Sensing strategies:

D

-

Detect preconditions:

heat, leakage,

-

Detect occurrence:
pressure
fire, structural damage.

contamination.

wave in gas (shock)

or solid structure,

vibrations,

Thermal
•

External

•

Heat generated

conditions

by mechanical

(cold in space, re-entry

•

Heat generated

by electrical/electronic

•

Heat generated

by chemical

•

Heat generated

by fire, explosion.

systems

heat, icing, ... ).

(friction).
systems.

systems.

•
Temperature
gradients, temperature
fluctuations.
Effects': Material degradation
(over or under temperature,
or thermally induced
fatigue), material failure, degradation
or failure of various systems (electronic,
threat to life, threat to storage of biological
or other perishable
or temperaturesensitive materials.
Sensing
-

D

Sound

etc.),

strategies:
Measure

temperature

at appropriate

locations.

and vibration

•
•

Passenger comfortcabin noise.
Pressure/shock
waves.

•

Material

degradation

•

External

noise

(wear,

fatigue)

induced

by vibration.

(aircraft).

Sources of noise and vibration may include engines, mechanical
systems within the
vehicle, air flow over the outer surface, noise generated by people. Noise may be
used to assess operating condition of machinery
(condition monitoring),
and in some
cases the formation of cracks or other forms of material degradation
or failure
(acoustic emission).
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Effects': Indication of malfunction,
material
Sensing strategies:
Measure sound and vibration levels.
-

D

material

Other mechanical
•

D

Detect

degradation

and/or

degradation,

failure

discomfort

as above.

threats

Acceleration
effects.

(linear

Effects': Structural
passenger safety.
Sensing strategies:

stresses,

-

Detect preconditions

-

Detect

or angular)
damage

due to flight characteristics

from motion

(atmospheric,

with inertial

of movable

collision

avoidance)

or atmospheric

objects,

and minimise

Loss of information

possibility to be ultimately
Sensing strategies:
-

repair,

catastrophic.

Redundancy.

Software errors
How intelligent can an "intelligent
system" be? How "error-free"
can be whatever
form of code is generated to control it? How can such errors be detected?
Also related to loss of information.
Sensing

D

effects.

system.

•
Control, navigation,
sensing, repair systems.
Caused by radiation, noise, second law of thermodynamics.
Effects': Reduced ability to fulfil mission, reduced ability to faithfully

D

threat to

strategies:

-

System

self-check

-

Redundancy.

Human

error

Effects':
Sensing

Almost limitless.
strategies:

and self-test.

-

Intelligent

-

Multiple

supervisory

-

See work (CSIRO and other) on risk assessment
and mitigation
environments
(e.g. factories, chemical engineering
plants).

levels

system

and human-machine

interface.

of communication.
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in automated

3.3 Requirements
A. Quantities
to

for measurement

that may require

a rapid response

(< 1 sec).

Detect by remote sensing, external to vehicle
Detect in advance and calculate trajectory to enable
-

Large/fast objects (substantial
vehicles, space junk, earth,...

-

Birds, dust, ash, particles,
Turbulence.

Use radar,
2.

rates and responses

Detect

optics,

space objects
).

avoidance.
(meteoroids

etc.), other

hail.

lidar, acoustic

sensing

as appropriate.

on outer skin

-

Radiation

(ionizing,

-

Temperature

-

Chemical

thermal,

optical,

... ).

(friction).
composition.

Ice, etc. on skin.
Use appropriate sensors

on skin surface.

3. Detection
of potentially
catastrophic
events as they occur
Initial detection of occurrence
only. Use detection to initiate whatever immediate
corrective action is possible (generally not repair). Assess damage and initiate repair
(if possible) later.
-

Impacts:
Fracture:

-

Leaks: flow, sound,

-

Heat: temperature.

-

Fire: temperature,

-

Explosion: shock (pressure)
(material discontinuity?).

-

Electronic or system failure (not including
malfunction
or test response.

-

Engine malfunction
blockage.

B. Quantities

surface
sound,

that generally

strain, sound, elastic wave, material discontinuity.
elastic wave, material discontinuity.
direct chemical

detection,

crack or fracture?

smoke.
wave, heat, smoke/other

(not including

require

slower

above causes):

above causes):

response

gas, damage
system

fuel contamination,

fuel

(1 sec to ~ 5 mins).

-

Detect damage resulting from potentially catastrophic
events (as listed in 3
above): shape change, material loss, material continuity, fluid/fuel loss,
contamination
from leaks, smoke or other gaseous contamination,
....

-

Impacts

-

Slow or less dangerous leaks: detect as in 3 above.
Contamination:
direct chemical detection.

-

Corrosion

by small bodies,

(if associated

small particles:

detect impacts.

with leak of corrosive
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material).

-

Radiationfrominternalsources(somecases,e.g.leakageof radioactive
materialfromareactor,mightrequiremorerapidresponse):
radiation
detectors,chemicaldetection.
Determinecausesof systemfailureanddetect/assess
resultingdamage.
Thermal(temperature).
Noiseandvibration.
Integrityof vehicleprotectivecoatings- heat,radiationshields:detect"hot"
spots.

C. Quantities

that require

only low measurement

-

Material

-

Detect

degradation

-

Radiation (external sources)
great: radiation detectors.

-

Information

damage

(surface

rate/response

(mins,

hours,

... ).

and bulk).

from small body, small particle

impacts.

- as long as rate of change,

integrity.
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vehicle

speed not too

4.

Further

Issues

4.1 Some Sensor

for Discussion

Requirements

and Measurement

Issues

The lists in the previous section give an indication of the complexity
of the requirements
for the sensing and response system: measurements
of a large variety of mechanical,
chemical and electrical quantities, at a wide range of temporal and spatial scales. There is
clearly a need to simplify and modularise
the sensing and repair system as far as possible.
This will require simplified (standardised,
modularised)
construction
principles.
Some
thought has been given to this aspect of the problem, and it will be considered further
over the next few months.
A number

of quantities

that have to be detected

rapidly

were identified

above.

These are

associated with threats that could lead to catastrophic
results for the vehicle. These
quantities should be detected by sensors that are continually
in position and continuously
in operation. These sensors need to be either:
a) Integral to the material or embedded in the structure, obtaining local data, or
b) Remote but fixed, obtaining global information.
An example of the former might be an embedded strain sensor (strain gauge), while the
latter could be an optical imaging system measuring
surface shape. It may be
advantageous
for the embedded,
continuously
monitoring
sensors to be passive.
Physically movable or mechanically
scanning sensors would probably not be suitable for
rapid response
circumstances,
The immediate

monitoring.
but maybe
response

Electronically
not in all.
to indications

scanned

of damage

sensors

may be satisfactory

that could be classified

in some

as potentially

catastrophic
is unlikely to be repair. It is more likely to be some action that will reduce
the severity of the consequences
of the damage: examples are shutting down an engine,
sealing off a compartment,
changing flight characteristics,
or a range of other responses.
Assessment
of damage and repair would generally be carried out later.
Measurements
that do not require rapid response (e.g. detection of material degradation,
or ageing, or detection of sub-critical
damage) could employ movable sensors, perhaps
mounted on autonomous
agents. These might employ active measurements,
which
involve measuring
the response to an applied stimulus such as a mechanical
wave or an
electromagnetic
pulse. Autonomous
agents could work cooperatively
with the passive
embedded
sensors to carry out active measurements.
This would
agents to be strongly integrated into the vehicle sensing system.
An interesting

analogy

was made between

a vehicle

and a factory,

require

the autonomous

in which processes

are

monitored
for possible failure, and maintenance
strategies are developed to ensure the
overall efficiency of production.
Research related to such scheduling
and maintenance
issues may well be relevant in the present case. This analogy also highlights the
desirability
of monitoring
changes to processes or conditions.
For example, if panels are
considered,
one can imagine measuring
alignment and pressure, correlating
data from
different regions, individual panels making comparisons
between themselves
and
neighbours,
and using statistical analysis to make decisions. This contains the idea of
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sensingchangeanddifferences(bothspatialandtemporal),ratherthanmakingdecisions
basedon theabsolutevaluesof themeasurements.
A finalpointthatcanbemadehereis thattheconsiderations
presented
in thisreportare
basedentirelyontheperceivedsensingandmeasurement
requirements.
Whenwebegin
lookingmorecloselyatthecommunication
anddecision-making
aspectsof the system,it
maywell emergethatthesewill influencethechoiceof sensingandmeasurement
techniques.
Therequirements
of thesensingsystemsetout abovewill notchange,but the
mosteffectivemeansof satisfyingthemis likely to dependon totalsystem
considerations.
4.2 Prioritization
of Threats and Measurands
In order to set priorities for the development
and deployment

of sensors

and measurement

protocols that will allow the useful life of a vehicle to be maximized,
it is necessary to
make an assessment
of the relative importance
of the threats the vehicle will face, and of
the quantities that must be measured
to detect the presence of these threats. This is a
complicated
task, which has not yet been addressed in any depth by the group.
The factors that govern the relative importance
of the threats are the likely consequences
of occurrence
of the threat and the likelihood,
or probability,
of its occurrence.
These
factors are inherently statistical,
and are not generally independent:
for example, the
consequences
of a meteoroid
impact will depend on its size, mass, relative velocity,
location of impact, etc., while the likelihood of an impact may also depend on these
factors. Furthermore,
the probabilities
of occurrence
of a number of threats, and in
particular the external threats, will depend strongly on the nature and purpose of the
vehicle and on the nature of the missions it undertakes.
For many of the internal threats,
the severity and likelihood of occurrence
will depend on the nature of the materials,
engines, fuels, etc. used in the vehicle, and thus will change with time and technological
development.
Therefore, the relative importance
of particular threats can only be
meaningfully
analyzed for a specific set of circumstances.
In practice, the priority for measuring
a quantity that will indicate the presence of a threat
depends not only on the importance
of the threat, but also on the effectiveness
of possible
responses.
There is little point in measuring
a quantity if no effective action can be taken
as a result. This must be taken into account in deciding which sensors to deploy on a
vehicle. On the other hand, in deciding on a development
strategy for sensors and
measurement
systems, it is worth noting that in general the effectiveness
of a response
will be improved the earlier and more reliably the threat or resulting damage is detected.
Good detection reliability depends on both a high probability of detection and a low
probability of false indications.
Speed and reliability of detection are clearly functions of
the sensing system. They can be used, along with the relative importance
of the threats, to
draw up a target list of sensor and system properties,
and to drive sensor and system
development.
A further point concerning
the prioritization
ofmeasurands
is that, in most cases, more
than one quantity can be used to detect the presence of a threat or the damage it has
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caused.Equally,somequantitiescanbeusedto detectdifferenttypesof threats.For
example,propagatingelasticwaves(acousticemission)could,in principle,beusedto
detectsurfaceimpacts,structuralfailure(cracking,fracture)andsometypesof material
degradation.
Therefore,aswasnotedin theprecedingsubsection,
thetypesof sensors
and
thequantitiestheyareusedtomeasureneedtobe considered
from atotal system
perspective
ratherthanfromthepointof view of individualthreats.
In consideringthepossibleconsequences
of thethreatslistedin Section3, onemightbe
temptedto assignhigherpriority to thosewith thepotentialtoproducecatastrophic
effectsonthevehicle.However,thepossibleresponses
to a catastrophiceventarelimited
andarerarelyentirelysatisfactory.
It will alwaysbepreferableto detectatanearlystage
theprecursorsto suchevents.Therefore,in consideringthepossibleconsequences
of
apparentlylesssignificantthreats,suchas,for example,thevariousmechanisms
for
materialdegradation,
it is importantto takeaccountof theirpossibleultimate
consequences.
Furtherconsideration
will begivento prioritizationof threats,measurands
andsensors
in
thefinal reportof thiswork.
4. 3 Roles of the Integrated
It was suggested in Section
distinguishable
supervisory

Sensin_ System
2 that the integrated
and repair/response

sensing system might have
roles. An example in which

these roles

may be recognisably
different is when a form of damage may be detected and repaired
locally, without intervention
by a central agent (e.g. by a self-regenerating
material
supplied with a constant stream of nutrient). As far as the repair function is concerned,
there is arguably no need for the damage information
to be shared with any other part of
the structure. However, it may well be desirable for the supervisory
system to be aware
the occurrence
of the damage, to determine things like long-term maintenance
strategy,
supply of nutrients (materials,
energy), and to detect possible system malfunction
that
might be producing
higher than normal rates of damage.
4.4 Material

Damage

vs Sensor

or System

of

Malfunction

For some quantities such as material discontinuity
or loss of material (e.g. due to fracture
or impact damage), the sensing/communication
system may itself constitute an effective
damage sensor: a lack of information
from a localized region could be a useful indicator
of damage. However, this raises the issue of whether and how material damage can be
distinguished
from sensor or system malfunction.
One approach to overcoming
this is to
employ redundancy,
not only of signal path as is required for robust communication,
but
also of sensing modality. For example, if following an impact there is no response from a
region of structure, confirmatory
evidence of damage
imaging, by detection of a pressure leak, by changed
generally follow such a strategy ourselves: when we
touch the affected area for confirmation.
If we detect
which is a local failure of the tactile sensory system,
another

sensor,

a(nother)

finger perhaps.
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might be obtained by optical
flight characteristics,
etc. We
feel pain, we usually either look or
a lack of sensation (numbness),
we either look at the region or try

4. 5 Information

Loss and Software

Reliability

Issues

These are major issues that were touched upon briefly in Section 3: they are clearly
related. Information
loss is the ultimate source of ageing in biological
systems. The laws
of thermodynamics
ensure that it is inevitable, so strategies need to be developed to
minimise its effects. There must have been a great deal of work on this problem that can
be consulted. The software in an ageless system may take many forms. In biological
systems it is contained in, inter alia, the chemistry of the constituents
of cells and their
environments.
Software reliability will be limited by information
loss, by the complexity
of the software, and by the occurrence
of circumstances
for which it was not designed or
adapted (to which it has not yet learnt to respond). The reliability, verification
and testing
of software is a major topic of current research.
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5. Immediate

Plans

The next major issues
•

Simplification

for Further
to be addressed
of the sensing

Work
are the following.
problem.

The aim is to determine

of sensor types and measurements
that can satisfy
vehicle health monitoring
outlined in Section 3.
•

the diverse

a minimum
requirements

set
of

Development
of concepts for the intelligent NDE system. This is the central
issue of the present project, for which the work so far has laid the
groundwork.

All of our discussions
so far have indicated that the functions of sensing, data processing,
information
storage, communications
and decision-making
will be strongly interdependent,
to the extent that basic concepts for all these areas need to be developed
together. One way of making progress would be to have a number of special-interest
groups looking at specific areas (research thrusts), with frequent reporting back to each
other. However, we have opted for a different and hopefully more effective approach in
the first instance.
We plan to have small multi-disciplinary
groups consider integrated solutions to highly
simplified model problems. Each group will define its own problem, with the only rules
being that the structure may be very simple, the material properties must be consistent
with the laws of physics, the sensing system should be capable of sensing damage or
danger, communicating
sensed information,
making decisions and responding.
The
structure should operate in a simple adverse environment
that presents threats that require
widely differing response times. This is a problem-solving
approach to gaining an
understanding
of the important issues and developing
conceptual
solutions. We shall see
where and how far it leads us.
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